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Dedicated: 

This month’s paper is dedicated to Unsung Heroes that they faced cruelty of Marxist-Islamist riot of 1979/2538 
and their families felt huge losses in their life and nothing would be able to illustrate their excruciating pain that 
they have been going through in this life.
  

1. 1979,Oct,11,Dadkhahtirani,Ebrahim,-,Najafabad,Execution
2. 1979,Oct,11,Kalantari,Shokroullah,Sergeant,Najafabad,Execution
3. 1979,Oct,13,Baghaeidolatabadi,Ghodratollah,Captain-Savak,Esfehan,Execution
4. 1979,Oct,2,Shakeri,Moloud,Sergeant,Ghom,Execution
5. 1979,Oct,2,Taymourshahi,Taymour,-,Tehran,Execution
6. 1979,Oct,23,Espahrom,Esmail,General-Army,Tehran,Execution
7. 1979,Oct,25,Banimalek,Najm,-,Ahvaz,Execution
8. 1979,Oct,25,Eslamat,Abdolzahra,-,Ahvaz,Execution
9. 1979,Oct,25,Farhanibadavi,Abdollah,-,Ahvaz,Execution
10. 1979,Oct,25,Moavi,Reysan,-,Ahvaz,Execution
11. 1979,Oct,25,Navaseri,Mohammadamin,-,Ahvaz,Execution
12. 1979,Oct,25,Sejrat,Taher,-,Ahvaz,Execution,
13. 1979,Oct,3,Eshraghi,Habibollah,President of Red Cross in Esfehan,Esfehan,Execution
14. 1979,Oct,4,Almasi,Mikaeil,-,Khoramabad,Executionn
15. 1979,Oct,4,Ebadi,Davoud,-,Abadan,Execution
16. 1979,Oct,4,Ebadi,Jamil,-,Abadan,Execution
17. 1979,Oct,4,Ebadi,Mohsen,-,Abadan,Execution
18. 1979,Oct,4,Faramarzi,Assadollah,-,Aligodarz,Execution
19. 1979,Oct,4,Gazlavi,Rahim,-,Abadan,Execution
20. 1979,Oct,4,Menghayzadeh,Naser,-,Abadan,Execution
21. 1979,Oct,4,Shamsnia,Mahmoud,Mollah,Esfehan,Execution
22. 1979,Oct,4,Zahri,Eisa,-,Abadan,Execution
23. 1979,Oct,4,Zakeri,Ghiyas,-,Abadan,Execution
24. 1979,Oct,4,Zavidat,Ali,-,Abadan,Execution
25. 1979,Oct,5,Adli,Hassan,-,Kermanshah,Execution
26. 1979,Oct,5,Bahrami,Jahanbakhsh,-,Kermanshah,Execution
27. 1979,Oct,5,Niyazkheiri,Mehdi,-,Kermanshah,Execution
28. 1979,Oct,5,Tabatabaei,Mohammadhassan,-,Kermanshah,Execution
29. 1979,Oct,6,Ranjbaran,Shapour,Colonel-Savak,Tabriz,Execution
30. 1979,Oct,6,Salimitehrani,Hoshang,Colonel-Savak,Tabriz,Execution
31. 1979,Oct,6,Yaghini,Yaghoub,Savak,Tabriz,Execu tion
32. 1979,Oct,7,Rezaei,Javad,Lieutenant,Boshehr,Execution
33. 1979,Oct,7,Shahnazari,Ali,-,Kermanshah,Execution
34. 1979,Oct,7,Sheikhi,Alimohammad,-,Kermanshah,Execution
35. 1979,Oct,9,Ghasemnataj,Khadijeh,-,Babol,Execution
36. 1979,Oct,9,Rahimi,Reza,Sergeant Major-Police,Tehran,Execution
37. 1979,Oct,Torkzadeh,Jamshid,-,Shiraz,Execution 
38. 1980,Oct,11,Hossieni,Mohammad,-,Khooy,Execution
39. 1980,Oct,16,Abdoli,Hajreza,-,Mashhad,Execution
40. 1980,Oct,16,Baghchaghi,Haydarali,-,Mashhad,Execution
41. 1980,Oct,16,Mamvazi,Habibollah,-,Mashhad,Execution
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42. 1980,Oct,16,Mazinani,Ebrahim,-,Mashhad,Execution
43. 1980,Oct,16,Merki,Mohammad,-,Mashhad,Execution
44. 1980,Oct,16,Oufoghi,Aliakbar,-,Mashhad,Execution
45. 1980,Oct,17,Bigdeli,Mojtaba,-,Ghom,Execution
46. 1980,Oct,17,Haddadi,Robabeh,-,Ghom,Execution
47. 1980,Oct,29,Eskandari,Hassan,-,Delijan,Execution
48. 1980,Oct,29,Farahpour,Behrouz,-,Hamedan,Execution
49. 1980,Oct,29,Jalali,Nezam,-,Delijan,Execution
50. 1980,Oct,29,Mahmoudi,Mehdi,-,Hamedan,Execution
51. 1980,Oct,3,Hemmati,Ali,-,Esfehan,Execution
52. 1980,Oct,3,Khoshsefatlangeroudi,Pourostad,-,Lahijan,Execution
53. 1980,Oct,30,Ardalan,Behzad,-,Toserkan,Execution
54. 1980,Oct,30,Ariyania,Esmaeil ,-,Execution
55. 1980,Oct,30,Ashrafi,Abbas,-,Tehran,Execution
56. 1980,Oct,30,Ashrafi,Dariyoush,-,Tehran,Execution
57. 1980,Oct,30,Ashrafi,Nariman,-,Tehran,Execution
58. 1980,Oct,30,Biglarizadeh,Abolghasem,-,Toserkan,Execution
59. 1980,Oct,30,Dehghanzadeh,Zienat,-,Tehran,Execution
60. 1980,Oct,30,Farzaneh,Mohsen,-,Toserkan,Execution
61. 1980,Oct,30,Jazali,Reza,-,Tehran,Execution
62. 1980,Oct,30,Kalantari,Jaleh,-,Tehran,Execution
63. 1980,Oct,30,Mafi,Hashem,-,Tehran,Execution
64. 1980,Oct,30,Mostaghimi,Bahram,-,Toserkan,Execution
65. 1980,Oct,30,Safieri,Nabiollah,-,Malayer,Execution
66. 1980,Oct,30,Shahnazi,Balaagha,-,Tehran,Execution
67. 1980,Oct,30,Taymouri,Mirzaabrar,-,Toserkan,Execution
68. 1980,Oct,31,Bakhsheshi,Sari,-,Sari,Execution
69. 1980,Oct,31,Gari,Allahverdi,-,Gorgan,Execution
70. 1980,Oct,31,Hassanghasemi,Khojamgholi,-,Gorgan,Execution
71. 1980,Oct,31,Kazemi,Taghan,-,Gorgan,Execution
72. 1980,Oct,31,Kiya,Mohammadali,-,Gorgan,Execution
73. 1980,Oct,31,Mollaei, Ashour,-,Gorgan,Execution
74. 1980,Oct,31,Nazarkhani,Nourmohammad,-,Gorgan,Execution
75. 1980,Oct,31,Ravangar,Mohammad,-,Gorgan,Execution
76. 1980,Oct,31,Tavasoli,Arazgholi,-,Gorgan,Execution
77. 1980,Oct,31,Toudari,Kafan,-,Gorgan,Execution
78. 1980,Oct,31,Vakhideh,Yousef,-,Bandarpahlavi,Execution
79. 1980,Oct,4,Dehghan,Haybatollah,-,Khoramshahr,Execution
80. 1986,Oct,24,Hamedmonfared,Ahmad,Colonel,Istanbul Turkey,Assassination
81. 1987,Oct,11,Mojtahedzadeh,Abdolhossien,-,Istanbul Turkey,Assassination
82. 1987,Oct,2,Tavakolinavabi,Ali,Engineer,London England,Assassination
83. 1987,Oct,2,Tavakolinavabi,Noureddin,Student,London England,Assassination
84. 1990,Oct,23,Elahi,Sirous,Professor of University,Paris France,Assassination 
85. 1993,Oct,6,Ebrarimi,Majidreza,-,Baghdad Iraq,Assassination 

The above list is incomplete, and if you know someone who became an immortal soldier, kindly contacts Madam 
Shirin Neshat at her e-mail account sshneshat@yahoo.com in order to update the above list. Thank you.
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History of Monarchy in Iran Zamin:

Nader Shah Afshar:

Iran's history is full of surprises, and there is no dull moment in Iran's history, which has become focal point of 
this monthly paper, it reflects on Iran's history with intention of learning from past leaders whom demonstrated 
courage, bravery and honor to save Iran from total demise. This portion of the paper is focusing on Nader Afshar, 
who joined army as a pawn, and eventually became King of Kings Nader Afshar and history recorded him as the 
second Napoleon of Persia or the second Alexander.

On August 06th, 1698 Nader Qoli Beg or Tahmasp Qoli Khan from Turkmen tribe opened his eyes, in a peasant 
family, in Province of Khorasan. His father passed away at very young age, and he had to take care of his mother 
early on in his life.  It was not long before, when Nader and his mother became slave of Uzbek or perhaps 
Turkmen  tribes.  Nader  developed a  personality of  defiance,  and  managed to  breakaway from master-slave 
relation and to live as a free person by joining Afshar brigade. He quickly illustrated his leadership skills to his 
peers and superiors which put him on limelight, and became a commander of his peers. It was not long before, 
when  he  courted  the  local  chief  Baba  Ali  Beg,  who  had  two  daughters.  He  married  the  two  daughters, 
subsequently these marriages put him in favorable military position.      

Nader began to witness Shah Soltan Hussein from Safavid dynasty to lose his political power, when in today's 
Afghanistan Mir Malek Mahmud revolted against Shah Soltan Hussein, and charged at Iran's capital  city of 
Esfehan/Isfehan and captured the  city of  Esfehan.  Shah Soltan Hussein failed to  defend sovereignty of  his 
kingdom the city and Mahmud became King of Persia in 1722. 

At this time of political transition Nader submitted to Afghan governor in Khorasan, and elder son of Shah 
Soltan Hussein, Tahmasp declared himself as the King of Persia and wanted to reclaim the throne. However, 
Iranian did not support Tahmasp to overthrow Mahmud. Only Qajar tribe responded to his plea.

Tahmasp and Qajar leader Fath Ali Khan recruited Nader as commander of army to overthrow Mahmud from the 
throne. Nader accepted their invitation and was preparing himself for combats with Mahmud. It was during this 
preparation times which became obvious for Tahmasp that Fath Ali Khan was collaborating with Mahmud, and 
had compromised their  position.  Subsequently,  Tahmasp issued a warrant for Fath Ali  Khan arrest,  and 
charged with treason as Fath Ali Khan walked through shadow of death. Thus, Nader took title of 
Servant of Tahmasp. 

Nader was ready to challenge authority of Mahmud, and knew very well city of Esfehan was well protected by 
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Mahmud's zealous army to defend the city against aggression and would be impossible to topple Mahmud reign 
in one military strike. So, he decided to demoralize Mahmud and his amry and to make a point that his new 
found kingdom was not under his reign by defeating Adbali near city of Herat, which worked in Nader's best 
interest, and recruited Adbali's army which was contributing in strength of Nader's army and morale.

It was during this uncertainly times, when Mahmud faced external turmoil because he was always suspicious 
about loyalty of his people, and his cousin Ashraf, who was well respected by everyone put Ashraf at cross point 
with Mahmud, and Mahmud imprisoned Ashraf in order to make sure Ashraf would not be able to claim his 
throne, but it did not last long, when some of Mahmud's men set him free from prison, and it claimed Mahmud's 
life under suspicious circumstances.  

Nader decided to use the moment of chaos and to finish this unstable kingdom, as soon as, possible by charging 
at Ashraf, and this battle became known as Battle of Damghan.  Ashraf lost the battle and fled the war. Nader 
entered city of Esfehan as inhabitants greeted Nader with all their respect and dignity, but there was a surprise 
for inhabitants that Nader's army began to collect booty for their service.

Nader did not waste any time, and prepared his army to pursue Ashraf. Eventually, Ashraf was killed by his own 
men, and Nader decided to destroy city of Kandahar in order to eradicate any potential  threat from Afghan 
warriors, and suppressed any possible revolt from Afghanistan.        

To Be Continue...    

Recent Events:

Nuclear Saga of Mullah Must Go On:

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) which is body of the United Nations atomic watch dogs has 
reported about the cleric regime in Iran that it has not halt its uranium enrichment program as it was instructed 
by the United Nations to do so. Most importantly, the current uranium enrichment activities are indicating the 
cleric regime is  gearing toward nuclear weapons.  Thus,  the  cleric  regime has been moving toward nuclear 
weapons and there is not any longer any doubt the regime is a threat for regional stability and undermining 
global  safety and security.  Also the cleric regime no longer can claim its  nuclear programs are to generate 
electricity. Subsequently, there is concern among the permanent five United Nations Security Council members, 
the United States of America, Britain, France, Russia, China, and plus one which is Germany are lost how to 
convince the cleric regime in Iran to halt uranium enrichment which is not budging in to anything. Hence, the 
US proposing another economic sanction against the establishment in Iran, but it is a tough sale to pitch in to the 
Russia and China.

On August 07th, 2008 Russia had a brief military incursion in Georgia, which has caused friction between White 
House and Kremlin, and the two superpowers are no longer chummy with each other any more which would be 
difficult for the US to propose a firm economic sanction against the regime in Iran which would be satisfactory 
for Russia and China. Just to make the matter hard on the US to impose another economic sanction against the 
regime in Iran. The China believes it would fruitless to impose another economic sanction against the regime in 
Iran which only means any economic section against the regime in Iran would be veto as of this time.

There should not be any doubt that any economic sanction against establishment in Iran would not have any 
effect on regime to curb its nuclear programs whatsoever. In fact, the cleric regime would use such sanction as 
an instrument to spread propaganda in Iran that the world did not want Iran to become an independent nation and 
preventing Iran to make progress in field of technology. Thus, any economic sanction against the regime in Iran 
would provide an elusive legitimacy right to the regime to develop nuclear facilities, whether it is for electricity 
or weapon of mass destruction.  The regime would have gain support of people to remain steadfast to develop 
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nuclear bombs, and Israeli people should start saving their money to purchase US made bunker-busting bombs 
from Pentagon in order to survive nuclear blast  as the cleric regime's  selected president Mahmoud Ahmadi 
Nezhad is always prophesying about destruction of Israel in his speech.

There is only one solution not to meet the cleric's destiny which is empowering Iranian dissidents to overthrow 
the cleric regime in Iran, and allowing Iranian to determine their own destiny. The cleric regime has been in Iran 
since 1979, and there is only one reason for such a plutocracy and kleptocracy system to last this long which is 
due to Western nations support by conducting back-room deals with regime in Iran; such as, economic trades 
between Rafsanjani's families with multinational corporates. Otherwise, the regime in Iran would collapse at no 
time.

Let's build a better future for everyone and stop thinking for best interest of multinational corporates, as well as, 
politicians that they are in payroll of the cleric regime. Let's give the tools to Iranian dissidents to finish the 
regime in Iran. Let's finish this epidemic disease of Islamic Republic from surface of earth. Let's do it. 

Selected Mullah President Mahmoud Ahmadi Nezhad Visited the United Nations:

It was that time of the year for member of United Nations to hold an assembly at the United Nations headquarter 
in city of New York in order to discuss world affairs in peaceful terms.  Interestingly, the United Nations has two 
piece of documents from Iran which are symbolizing Iran as a modern and peaceful nation. One is Cyrus the 
Great's Universal Declaration of Human Rights and last is Sa'di Shiraz poem:

Human beings are members of a whole, In Creation of one essence and soul

If one member is afflicted with pain, Other members uneasy will remain

If you have no sympathy for human pain, The name of human you cannot retain   

It is true Iranians are peace loving, showing respect to others, greeting people with dignity and countless other 
outstanding qualities which would become their identity as an Iranian. However, since 1979 Iranians are not 
projecting same image as their true identity. Iranians are projecting image of hostility against Western nations, 
aggression toward anyone who was  not  sharing same view as  them,  Iranians  viewed as  belligerent  against 
opposing voice, Iranians were associated with terrorism, just to make the list short, Iranians were associated with 
anything which had negative stigma, and now you do the math.  

The matter of fact comes down to this that Iranians earned negative stigma due to their own mistake for doing 
fiasco of 1979 in Iran, and allowing bunch of thugs to represent them at the United Nations as an individual like 
selected president Mahmud Ahmadinejad would appear at United Nations and called for national referendum in 
Palestine in order to wipe Israel from the region. He had nothing really to offer to international community, and 
his speech had no substance to enjoy, but look at a person with thuggish attitude to represent will of people in 
international community.

It would be interesting to explore Mahmud Ahmadinejad's mind frame about world affairs so that there was 
understanding about his view on world affair.

On  September  18th,  2008 Mahmud Ahmadinejad  appeared  on  state  television  program and answered  some 
questions to state media. He stated that there was no animosity against people of United States of America, and 
the regime in Iran had problems with the US Government.1 Obviously, this selected president lacked political 
science knowledge. In the US people go to polling stations and cast their vote for a candidate to be elected in 
their constituency whom was reflecting interest and will of that constituency. Unlike the regime in Iran that it is 
not  base  on democratic  process,  as  people are alienated from their  representative of  their  constituency and 
representative did not reflect will nor did have consent of its constituency to govern.  Henceforth, it would be 
logical to say that the regime was expressing its own wish against American people that it was hostile, and when 
1 http://www.presstv.ir/detail.aspx?id=69866&sectionid=3510302
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the regime was saying death to America, and bring the US flag, it was a serious matter which should not be 
undermined.

Mahmud Ahmadinejad stated that “the Zionist regime is an artificial regime... a fictitious regime. You brought 
people from different parts of the world and you have built this state. No, that cannot last, it is not sustainable.”2 

He  also  gave  his  own  analogy  by  making  a  reference  to  “Soviet  Union  has  been  wiped  off  the  map.”3 

Responding to his above statement from Persian Expression that “javab ablahon khamosh ast” which means 
there is no reason to answer mentally dull president Mahmud Ahmadinejad.  Particularity, this selected president 
has no real understanding of world affairs.       

Articles:

Celebrating 2500 Years of Monarchy in Iran:

On October 12th, 1971 His Imperial Majesty, Light of Aryan, King of Kings Mohammad Reza Pahlavi celebrated 
2500 years of monarchy in Iran, which put Iran on limelight as a nation of power and glory. Iran was no longer 
subject to humiliation of Russia and England. Iran was an independent nation which was determining its own 
destiny, and Iran became a significant player in world affair. 

The October 12th is the day that Cyrus the Great found Iran, and established first ever empire which was incepted 
on first Universal Declaration of Human Rights which was written by Cyrus the Great as he proclaimed that all 
people in dominion of Persian Empire would be protected by Cyrus the Great's Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, and Universal Declaration of Human Rights  had codes which were new to anyone in its own time; such 
as, freedom of speech, freedom of thought, absent of religious persecution and many more rights that people 
would enjoy in his empire. 

On October 12th,  1971 was first  day of ceremony as His Imperial  Majesty,  Light  of  Aryan,  King of Kings 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi with Her Imperial Majesty, Empress Farah Pahlavi paid homage to King of Kings 
Cyrus the Great's mausoleum at Pasarguard.

2 http://www.presstv.ir/detail.aspx?id=69866&sectionid=3510302   
3 http://www.presstv.ir/detail.aspx?id=69866&sectionid=3510302   
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and for next two days dignitaries and head of state of other nations began to arrive at Shiraz's airport and they 
were greeted with honor and respect by His Imperial Majesty, King of King Mohammad Reza Pahlavi or Her 
Imperial Majesty, Empress Farah Pahlavi and were ushered to ancient land of Persepolis with 250 red Mercedes 
Benz limousines. The dignitaries and head of states were brought to magnificent 50 tents which were prepared 
by a Swiss Interior Designer firm of Jansen AG which borrowed its concept from 1520 Field of the Cloth of 
Gold with Persian touch and were arranged in star pattern around a circular fountain and trees were planted in 
order to re-live ancient Persia's memory.

As always Iranians were custom to greet their guests to their home, in this national event, it was not any different 
than any other occasions. Iranian opened their doors to dignitaries and head of states were greeted with honor 
and respect. Just in this case, Iranian allowed Maxim's de Paris restaurant to prepare food for their honorary 
guests with foods like quails eggs stuffed with Caspian caviar, mousse of crayfish tails, roasted rack of lamb 
with truffles, roasted peacock, and serving refreshment like champagne sorbet.

Imperial Iranian Armed Forces took part in this historical event by wearing ancient military custom of 
each period and took part in military parade and illustrated power and glory of Iran to everyone. This 
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magnificent military parade was refreshing everyone's mind that Imperial Iranian Armed Forces had 
2500 years of history with unblemished record.  

Princess Grace accompanied by Prince Rainier of Morocco.

There is a legitimate question to ask that what was purpose of celebrating 2500 years of monarchy tax payers 
expense? The above image which is taken from Persepolis, it illustrates, people from different part of the world 
appeared before mighty Persian King of Kings and gave their homage to the Persian. Indeed, this celebration had 
same motive with its own tone and agendas as dignitaries and head of state of other nations appeared before 
might King of Kings Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and paid their gratitude to Him for keeping Middle East and 
world in peace. 

1. Emperor Halie Selassie Emperor of Ethiopia
2. King Frederick IX of Denmark and Queen Ingrid
3. King Baudouin I of Belgium and Queen Fabiola of Belgium
4. King Hussein and Princess Muna of Jordan
5. King Olav V of Norway
6. Emir Isa ibn Salman Al Khalifah of Bahrain
7. King Constantine II and Queen Anne-Marie of Greece
8. Qaboos of Oman Prince Abdula Vali Khan and princess Bilqis Begum of Afghanistan
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9. King Moshoeshoe II of Lesotho
10. Yang di-Pertuan Agong Tunku Abdul Halim of Malaysia
11. Prince Franz josef II and Princess Georgina of Liechtenstein
12. Prince Ranier III and Princess Grace of Monaco
13. Grand Duke Jean Grand Duchess Josephine-Charlotte of Belgium
14. Prince Bernard of the Nederlands
15. Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh and Anne, Princess Royal of the United Kingdom
16. Princess Salimah Aga Khan
17. Crown Prince Carl Gustaf of Sweden
18. Prince Juan Carlos and Princess Sofia of Spain
19. Prince Victor Emmanuel and Princess Marina doria of Italy
20. Prince Mikasa of Japan
21. Prince Moulay Abdallah and Princess Lamia of Morocco
22. Prince Makhosini of Swaziland

Presidents and Prime Ministers 

1. President Tito of Yugoslavia
2. President Nikolai Padgorny of the Soviet Union
3. President Franz Jonas of Austria
4. President Todor Zhikov of Bulgaria
5. President Emilio Garrastazu Medici of Brazil
6. President Urho Kekkpnen of Finland
7. President Cevdet Sunay of Turkey
8. President Pal Losonczi of Hungary
9. President Ludvik Svobofa of Czechoslovakia
10. President Yahya Khan of Pakistan
11. President Suleiman Franijieh of Lebanon
12. President Jacobus Johannes Fouche of South Africa
13. President Leopold Sedar Senghor of Senegal
14. President Moktar Ould Daddah of Mauritania
15. President Hubert Maga of Dahomey
16. President Nicolae Ceausescu of Romania
17. Chancellor Willy Brandt of West Germany
18. Prime Minister Jacques Chaban-Delmas of France
19. Prime Minister Kim- Jonq-pil of South Korea
20. Prime Minister Emilio Colombo of Italy
21. Governor-General Roland Michener of Canada
22. Governor-General Paul Hasluck of Australia
23. Vic President Spiro Agnew of the united States
24.  Foreign Minister Rui Patricio of Portugal
25. President Rudolf Gnagi of Switzerland
26. First Lady Imelda Marcos of the Philippines 

A  Letter to her/his Sibling:

Hello My Sibling

Today,  I am writing this letter to you because you had a chat with our parents about me. Let me begin by 
expressing my view on your name that I do not like your new name because it is not Persian, I like your Persian 
name because you are Iranian, does not matter, where you are or what you are, you are Iranian from proud land 
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of Aryan which means noble, Canada in native language means that is the village. There is a big gap between 
Iran and Canada. Even, Canada does not see you as a Canadian, so do not bother to fit in, just be what you are. 
What is this Canada? A land of native killers, and enslaving black people, there is not much into this country. I 
am Iranian, proud Iranian, I came from proud land of Cyrus the Great, and speak volume for itself. Thus, I 
am not going into detail about Iran.
 
You left a message to mom and dad that I work for monarchist, and I laugh at it. Did you expect me to work for 
Marxist-Islamist?  People  who slaughtered  us  in  Iran  were  Marxist-Islamist  or  you  wanted  me  to  work for 
mullah? I do not know what you meant. Kindly know this that I will shed my blood for my country and have no 
fear of death because death is upon us, I cannot run away from inevitable. As a matter of fact, I am seeking death 
for a long time, I want to kiss sweet death that is why I left trace of myself so killers come after me, I know I am 
dancing with death, I want to dance with this death, even in my dreams I dance with death. I am going to push it 
harder and harder every day so they come after me, and they can kill me, but I am not going down without 
shouting. You do not know how much I hate this life, this life means nothing to me. I am not walking on the 
edge, I already passed the edge. I am seeking it, and breathing it every second.
 
You told mom and dad "you see I follow dad's advise and not involved in politics". I say good for you. I am not 
involved in politics either. I just want to have a last dance with fortune lady. So, I am seeking my venues to 
dance with this fortune lady. I want to grab her hard, and dance with her. I am just dancing and nothing else.
 
Our other sibling worked very hard to stop me from what I do, and could not stop me. So, he gave-up. Please 
you do the same favor for me and give-up and do not try to stop me. Nobody, understands me anyway, and let 
me enjoy this glorious dance with fortune lady. 
 
My dear siblings enjoy excellent quality of life with your families and do what you folks would like to do, and 
let me dance because the music is good, and never been better than this melody that I hear in air now. Oh my 
sibling let me embrace death with joy and glory and stop your none sense. Please, if there is anything you want 
to remember me, so remember me as a lone soldier that is what I am, and that is how remember me a lone 
soldier.

Golden Days:

Memoirs of a Soldier:

This month Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan Organization did not have time to interview one member of 
Imperial Iranian Armed Forces due to high volume of work.

Behind Every Successful Man, There Is a Strong Woman:

This month Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan Organization did not have time to interview one spouse of 
Imperial Iranian Armed Forces due to high volume of work.

Feeling Pain:

Open Letter to Ahreeman X:

Sunday September 14th, 2008

Dear Mr. Ahreeman X:
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RE: Your Derogatory Remark to Imperial Iranian Armed Forces

The below paper says a lot about Mr. Ahreeman X, it says that he is in pain who wants to say something deep 
about his pain to others and this pain has been trapped inside of him for past thirty years. There is no doubt in 
anyone's mind that it is difficult to express this pain to others, and there are constructive approach to overcome 
emotional pain by taken right path to ease pain. 

Mr. Ahreeman X did not understand that www.alineshat.org website is dedicated to all immortal soldiers and it is 
not solely defending rights of victims of high ranking of Imperial Iranian Armed Forces that they gave their life 
for  Iran,  there  were  individual  like  Dr.  Kouroush  Aryamanesh  that  he  was  a  civilian  and  Sarbazan  and 
Janbakhtegan Organization honored him too. This organization always has been on front-line to defend interest 
of Iranian on many frontiers; such as, Persian Gulf or educating public about this Machiavellian current regime 
to everyone by using www.alineshat.org to reach to everyone.

Mr. Ahreeman X made an unwarranted comment that Honorable Immortal  Major-General Ali Neshat signed a 
neutrality paper  with other  high rank officers  not  to  interfere  in  revolution which was not  true.  Honorable 
Immortal Major-General Ali Neshat did not sign any paper with anyone. Also, this paper of Mr. Ahreeman X 
took one step further and began to use derogatory remark that Honorable Immortal Major-General Ali Neshat 
was a coward person. There is no doubt that Mr. Ahreeman X never met the General. Henceforth, the above 
remark would not have any merit. As a matter of fact, such vulgar comment of him would not solve anyone's 
pain. 
Madam Shirin Neshat is in pain like anyone else and loves and not loved her father dearly, and by name calling 
her father with such a tone and language would not solve anything. It is a direct personal assault on Madam 
Shirin Neshat.

The bottom line, all fathers, brothers, mothers, and sisters that they were taken away by the Islamic Republic in 
Iran needs to be cherished by everyone that they gave their life for Iran. It is with utmost regret that current 
situation is not in favor of anyone, but it does not mean to use derogatory comment to others love one.         
Evidence:

What was the reality? 
Shah was aware of every single crime, which had occurred during Pahlavis. Without Shah's blessings nothing 
could have occurred in Iran. Shah was a sole dictator of Iran overseeing all activities.

The corrupt  Pahlavi  Family,  mainly  all  the Princes and Princesses were roots of  all  corruption,  frauds,  
embezzlements, thieveries, drug dealings, shady deals, monopoly, unfair business practices and suffocation.

Imperial Generals were corrupt and so was Darbar (Imperial court). Monarchists and Feudals and other Kiss  
Asses were all crime partners and servants who overseen every single crime which had occurred in the Imperial  
Iran.

All of a sudden, Imperial Iran became heaven, Shah became Angel Gabriel and Monarchists became these great  
Do Gooders! Kiss Asses like Ardeshir Zahedi and his family became Great Martyrs and Nationalists! Pahlavi  
Corrupt Family became Saints and worthless Imperial Generals became giant stars in skies of Martyrdom! We 
are talking about the same Generals who combinely signed that famous paper and handed Iran to the Mullahs!  
We are talking about the same Generals who refused to fight and to save Iran! These guys became National  
Heroes!  The  perfect  example  is  Shirin  Neshat's  website  creating  super  heroes  out  of  his  coward  father  
(General Neshat) and other coward Imperial Generals! This is the history according to Monarchists!

http://iranpoliticsclub.net/history/monarchy/index.htm 
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Obituary:

Wednesday September 24th, 2008

Dear Morovati Family:

RE: Your Beloved Father Assadollah-e Morovati

Sarbazan  and  Janbakhtegan  Organization  became  of  sudden departure  of  your  beloved  father  Assadollah-e 
Morovati from us, which made everyone sad by his news. He was man of honor, integrity and a true compatriot 
for Iran that he will be missed greatly. 

During these difficult emotional times, Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan Organization shares the pain of Assadollah-e 
Morovati and expresses its deepest sympathy to the surviving family. 

Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran

Shirin Neshat 

Report:

John McCain vs Hussein Barack Obama:

Now, it is clear and crystal that Senator John McCain and Senator Hussein Barack Obama are going face to face 
for  this up-coming presidential election during month of November, and as of right now, Senator Obama took 
off his boxing gloves and throwing his punches at Senator McCain. 

Senator  Obama accused Senator  McCain on two areas,  one Senator  McCain is  computer  illiterate  and last 
Senator McCain is not in touch with economic issues.

Quite frankly, Senator McCain is not using computer like an average person due to his physical disability. When 
he was a prisoner of war during Vietnam War, North-Vietnamese broke his fingers. He is unable to use his hands 
like anyone else. He has been very fortunate to have a supportive family to assist him with typing and other 
aspect of computer.  Thus, Senator Obama made a premature conclusion that Senator McCain was computer 
illiterate. Obviously, Senator Obama was capitalizing on deficiency of Senator McCain in order to gain vote 
among younger voters that they are playing with computers and are using computers as means of daily activities. 

There was an economic issue for McCain to handle when he responded to Lehman Brothers bankruptcy by 
saying that the US economy was healthy and fundamental principle of US economy was strong as always. His 
opponent  quickly seized the  occasion and said that  Senator  McCain was not  in  touch with reality because 
Senator McCain did not understand economic and not because he did not care about people. In fact, Senator 
McCain said that the US economy was healthy because of skilled workforce which became obvious Obama was 
going to use dirty trick to manipulate every word was used by Senator McCain to distort information. It also 
Senator Obama's tactic worked like a charm. Recent,  Gallup poll  indicated that  48% of American assumed 
Senator Obama handled economy better  than McCain and 45% assumed Senator McCain handled economy 
better that Senator Obama.

Obviously, as time is shrinking, and anxiety is rising between these presidential candidates, their blood pressure 
is going-up and want to win this race at any cost.  Even, it means to show a picture of each other posing in a 
nude picture or some unwarranted remarks. 
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What does matter for Iranian here and not just Iranian-American. It is obvious, in case Senator Obama is elected 
as US president, it means the cleric regime is in a familiar territory of former US president Jimmy Carter, if 
Senator McCain is elected as US president, it may means real danger posing on Iran's nuclear facilities, and the 
US may launch 73 hours preemptive military assault on Iran's nuclear facilities.  Obviously, Iranian need to 
convince Senator John McCain not to use military force against Iran, which would not do any good for anyone, 
but to support Iranian to do regime change in Iran and not with rhetoric words, and with regard to Senator 
Obama, who wants to follow and enforce former democrat US president Jimmy Carter which brought the regime 
in Iran. Thus, it is obvious here Senator McCain is right choice for Iranian to vote for him and not Obama.    
    
Copyright © 2008 Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan Organization

Copyright infringement shall be subject to prosecution
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Survey:

Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan
Organization for Support of the Families of the Unsung Heroes Members of the Imperial Iranian 

Armed Forces
www.sarbazan.com, shneshat@aol.com, sshneshat@yahoo.com, P.O. Box 16166 Beverly Hills, CA 90209, US 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IN THE NAME OF MY FATHER

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Today's Date, Month......................................., Day.............., Year.......................

Objective of This Survey Project:

This survey project is focusing on member of Imperial Iranian Armed Forces that they became 
victim of Islamic Republic of Iran due to 1979 event in Iran. This project would reflect light on 
their pain and suffering that they have been going through; such as emotional pain, psychological 
pain  and  financial  hardship  since  1979,  and  their  voice  for  justice  has  been  ignored  by 
international community. This survey project would empower victims of Islamic Republic of Iran 
in international community by seeking justice for their pain and suffering that they have been 
enduring since 1979. 
 
Your right:

You have right not to answer below survey project and do not have to explain yourself to anyone, 
and in case you decided to answer the below questions the information is collected from you will 
be kept private and confidential.

Please type this survey project or if you are going to write, please use black ink and write in 
capital letters.

Applicant's Identity:

Your name needs to be match with Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan's data base.

First name:............................................................................................................................

Last name:............................................................................................................................

Survey:
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Identifying Victim: Please check mark it. 
Did any of your family member executed by Islamic Republic of Iran? Yes…No…
What  was  your  relation  with  the  deceased  person?  Husband…,  Father…, 
Brother…,Mother…,Sister…and other…
First Name of victim:..............................................................................................
Last name of victim:...............................................................................................
Place of birth:..........................................................................................................
Date of birth:...........................................................................................................
Level of education of victim:..................................................................................

If the below condition applies to you, please check mark it. 

In case you were fired from your position from Imperial Iranian Armed Forces. 

1. Were you member of Iranian Imperial Armed Forces? Yes…No…
2. Please explain nature of firing you................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………….......
……………………………………………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………...

Socio-Economic of Surviving Victims:

Education:
What was level of your education in Iran? Please circle the ones apply to you.
1. University
2. Community College
3. High School Diploma/Grade12
4. Between Grade 9 to 12
5. Between Grade 6-8
6. Between Grade 1-5
7. None of above

What was your source of income in Iran? Please circle the ones apply to you. 
1. From your husband?
2. From your father?
3. From your brother?
4. From your mother?
5. From your sister?
6. From other?
7. Employed by Iranian Imperial Armed Forces?
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8. Husband and wife income?
9. Secondary source of income?

Level of Income: Please state approximately level of income. 
1. What was level of salary of the deceased person?
2. What was level of your salary?

Social Condition:
Was the executed person sole bread winner of the family? Yes…, No…

Please select the ones apply to you, if it is a) b) or c) etc.
a) What was your husband’s military rank?

1. Please write down his military rank

b) What was your father’s military rank?
1. Please state his rank

c) What was your brother’s military rank?
1.  Please state his rank

d) What was your mother’s military rank?
1. Please state her rank

e) What was your sister’s military rank?
1. Please state her rank 

f) What was your military rank?
1. Please write down your military rank

If you circled more than one kindly, explain why did you circled more than 
one?.....................................................................................................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………….....
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………....

1. Did the Islamic Republic of Iran confiscate your properties? Yes…No…
2.  What  did  the  Islamic  Republic  of  Iran  take  from  you  which  was/were  your 
possession/s?...............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
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......................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................

Psychological:

1. During what period your love one was executed?.........................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
Number 1 means the most; number 2 means less than number 1, 0 means there was no reaction 
from you. 

1. How did you feel at time of her/his execution? Please circle 1, 2 or 0 
1. Anger:

1. very much, 2.  slightly, 0. did not bother

2. Revenge:
1. very much, 2. slightly, 0. did not bother
 

3. Pain:
1. very much, 2. slightly, 0. did not bother

2. How did you manage affair of your life during his/her absent? 
1. very difficult, 2. slightly difficult, 0. not difficult

3. Did you suffer from insomnia/lack of sleep? 
1. very much, 2. slightly, 0. not at all 

4. Did you suffer from eating disorder?
1. very much, 2. slightly, 0. not at all

5. Did you feel fear during crisis?
1. very much, 2. slightly, 0. not at all

6. Did you feel absent of security?
1. very much, 2. slightly, 0. not at all

7. Did you suffer any kind of psychological disorder as a result of your loss that you would like to 
share in this survey project?.......................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
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...................................................
8.  How  do  you  know  that  you  suffer  any  above  psychological  disorder  or  you 
disclosed?..............................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................
9. Did you seek medical treatment as a result of his/her execution? Yes…, No…

10.  If  you  did  not  seek  medical  treatment,  would  you  please  explain 
why?.............................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................

11. Were you forced to leave Iran? Yes…, No…

12. why were you force to Iran, please explain?...............................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................

13.  How  many  country  did  you  change  before  you  settle  in  your  host 
country?................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................

14.  What  was  your  first  employment  position  in  your  host 
country?................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................
15. Were you able to move to a better job? Yes…, No….
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16. Did your Iranian education help you to gain employment in your new country?Yes…., No….

17. Did you have to upgrade your education? Yes..., No…

18.  What  was  level  of  your  income  when  first  you  immigrated  to  your  new 
country?......................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................

19. Was the above income sufficient to manage your life? Yes…,No…

20.  What  was  your  source  of  income  when  first  you  immigrated  to  your  new 
country?......................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................

21. What is your current income?......................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................

International Community:

1.  How  do  you  feel  now  about  her/his  departure  from  this 
world?...................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................

2. Did you recover from her/his loss?.................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………….......
……………………………………………………………………………………………....
………………………………………………………..............................................……....
3. Did you ever ask international community to assist you with regard to this matter? Yes…,No…

4.  What  year  did  you  ask  the  international  community  to  assist  you  with  regard  to  this 
matter?..........................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
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........................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................
5. Did you follow-up? Yes…,No…

6. If no, why?.......................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................

7.  Did  the  international  community  provide  you  any  kind  of  assistance  with  regard  to  this 
matter? Yes…,No…

8.  What  would  like  international  community  to  do  for  you  about  this 
loss?......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
............................

9.  What  would  you  say  to  people  who  took  your  love  one  away  from 
you?.......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................
10.  Is  there  anything  that  you  would  like  to  add  in  this  survey 
project?................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
Thank you for participating in this survey project, once you completed the survey project please 
e-mail to sshneshat@yahoo.com or mail to Shirin Neshat's mailing address. 

If you would like to learn more about the outcome of this project, please check Yes ....or No.... and 
it would be mail to you. 

Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran
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